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This memo is based on extensive phone conversations with J.J.

Peshel, and incorporates many of his ideas, and on preliminary

discussions with K. Wahi. The objective of this memo is to provide a

preliminary outline as to how the subject might be addressed in a more

formal and detailed approach. The subject is to evaluate the

potential benefits as well as potential disadvantages associated with

"perimeter" drifting as an addit onal site characterization approach

for potential H repositories. The term "perimeter" drifting is used

to suggest extensive underground excavations at the site, but it is

not implied that only true perimeter drifting would be considered.

Within the scope of the project would fall all extensive (minimum

10,000 ft. more likely 20,000 to 50,000 ft) drifting, possibly in

different geometrical patterns (e.g. true perimeter, T, H, x

configurations).

Site Characterization

At present all civilian H repository projects call for site

characterization by means of surface mapping, boreholes, geophysical

methods, one or more exploratory shafts, and a very limited extent of

underground drifting. This drifting will be complemented by extensive

horizontal exploratory drilling from the exploratory shaft drifts, and

by a very intensive program of site charcterization testing within a

very small area directly adjacent to the exploratory shaft(s). WIPP
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has taken a very different approach, in that its "site characteri-

zation" includes extensive drifting at the repository level.

In many aspects these two different site characterization

techniques are typical for a perennial dilemma in characterizing or

exploring a rock mass: is it better to have a great amount of very

precise and detailed information at one or a few points, or is it

better to have a great amount of relatively superficial information,

not very precise or detailed, at many points? This dilemma is

encountered in virtually all site exploration projects, whether it be

to establish oil or ore reserves, ground characteristics for a

tunneling, mining or foundation project, etc. This dilemma clearly is

far more acute for HLW repositories, where the uncertainty tolerance

is far smaller than for conventional mining or construction projects.

A number of formalized exploration strategies have been developed

to try to cope with the dilemma, in different fields where it is

encountered, e.g. for geotechnical site characterization, for ore

searches, orebody confirmation, coal deposit variability, for oil and

gas exploration, for identifying earthquake and other natural hazards,

risks, etc. All such strategies provide an explicit formal

methodology for characterizing a natural environment in terms of its

particular features of interest (e.g. mineralization, or faults, or

gas, etc.) on the basis of incomplete information. Such methods would

lend themselves readily to optimize an approach to a H repository

site charcterization program, and to compare different approaches. A

greatly simplified example might illustrate the approach:

Consider three approaches to characterizing a site:

A. One exploratory shaft; 1000' of drifting; 3,000' of horizontal

holes; 4 vertical holes from the surface; ES testing.

B. Two exploratory shafts; 10,000' of drifting; no holes from the

surface; no ES testing.

C. Five exploratory/operational shafts; 100,000' of drifting;

10,000' of horizontal drilling; 10 vertical holes from the

surface; ES testing.

Clearly, each of the options A, B or C will provide a different

type and amount of information. In this extreme example, it appears

highly improbable that C can be justified in terms of cost/benefit
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ratios, time scheduling, etc. B would not provide any

thermo-mechanical information. Option A could easily miss major

disqualifying conditions. Somewhere between options A, B and C is a

range of site characterization approaches that will provide reasonable

assurance at licensing.

The objective of this memeo is to outline possible approaches to

assess the use of "perimeter" drifting as a tool that might provide

essential assistance in reaching reasonable assurance.

"Perimeter" Drifting: Potential Advantages and Disadvantages

It is an axiom in mining-and underground construction that a site

is only fully known once a project is completed. Conversely, prior to

any in-situ work there virtually always is great uncertainty about a

site. Extensive drifting (corresponding to trenching for foundations)

always is an extremely desirable approach to site characterization.

It provides direct information about:

- constructability, stability, support requirements

- groundwater inflow, pumping requirements

- geological structure, mineralogy, etc.

- major hazards: faults, gas, brine inclusions, etc.

- formation continuity, variability.

It is clear that information about all these topics can be

obtained also from boreholes, through indirect (e.g. seismic) methods,

etc. Drifting is very costly compared to other site investigation

methods, and hence its extent virtually always is limited by cost

considerations. The issue to be resolved within the present context

is how much drifting would be required to provide reasonable assurance

in the evaluation of a HM license application. This requires

weighing advantages and disadvantages of drifting, in light of RC

licensing nformation needs.

Exploratory drifting would have a number of potentially major

advantages in terms of site characterization:

- it could greatly reduce the risk of encountering, after a

license has been granted, major detrimental geological features

(i.e. potentially disqualifying conditions), such as major
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brine or gas inclusions, unacceptable thinning out of basalt

flow interiors or salt beds, major faults, etc.

- it would provide much greater assurance about formation

continuity.

- it would provide much more assurance about repository opening

stability. hence about waste emplacement holes, retrievability.

- it could facilitate greatly the simultaneous execution of many

in-situ tests.

Exploratory drifting could incur a number of potential

disadvantages:

- it might be perceived as a major commitment to a particular

site.

- it might compromise the isolation and containment

characteristics of a site.

- it could interfere with in-situ testing for site

characterization.

- it could delay completion of the site characterization.

Methodology for Identifying eed or Justification of "Perimeter"
Drifting

The only NRC justification for requiring "perimeter" drifting

would appear to be a need for providing reasonable assurance. (For

DOE a major justification might be feasibility, constructability, cost

assessments). Hence, any anlysis of perimeter drifting requirements

needs to be put in terms of license information needs. An approach to

studying the drifting needs can then be outlined as follows:

- identify (summarize) NRC information needs

e.g. geology, hydrology, geochemistry, geomechanics

- assess how well needs are satisfied by different exploratory

programs

e.g.: - surface investigations only

- surface investigations + holes ( = 1, 10, 100?)

- above + shaft(s)

- above + ES testing

- above + drifts (x ft. x = 1,000'; 10,000', 50,000').

Each of these options needs to be applied to each of the

information needs. It is clear that at the very low level of site

investigations, each addition to the program will add significant
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information while at the very intensive site chracterization,

additions (e.g. additional ft of drifting) are likely to contribute

only marginally, if at all, to the information basis.

The methodology outlined needs to be applied to each site, or to

generic sites, e.g. basalt, tuff, bedded salt, salt domes,

(granite?). The methodology also needs to be applied to each critical

site characteristic. Examples might illustrate the approach:

- what is the risk that a salt bed will thin out to such an

extent that it is no longer acceptable for a repository?

Possible steps in investigation:

- generically, what is typical and what is extreme salt bed

thickness variability?

- site or area specific, same question

- what information can geophysics provide?

- how much certainty from boreholes, x ft apart?

- how much certainty from shafts?

- how much information from drifts?

- what is the risk that a repository in a salt dome will

encounter a major brine inclusion?

- generically, identify frequency/size of such inclusions

- determine probability of such inclusions being identified

from:

- surface geophysics

- boreholes (from surface)

- shafts

- drifts

- boreholes (from drifts)

The direct objective of this approach is to evaluate the

predictability of important site characteristics (information needs)

on the basis of incomplete information, and specifically to compare

the reliability of extrapolations from one short drift (e.g. 1000')

with interpolations from perimeter drifts.

Programmatic approaches to evaluate erimeter drifting desirability

A program to study the need, justification or desirability of

perimeter drifting can be summarized as follows:
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- identify NRC information needs (e.g. geology, hydrology, etc.)

- identify existing site exploration strategies

- identify existing DOE site characterization plans

- assess, by means of existing site exploration strategies,

whether:

- existing DOE plans will meet NRC information needs

- "perimeter" drifting will add measurably to needed

information

- how much exploratory drifting is needed, desirable,

beneficial, etc.

A program of this type could be performed at many different levels of

intensity, ranging from a consulting geologist (preferably with

adequate HLW repository background) spending a few weeks on it to a

comprehensive multi-year effort for a comprehensive team of

specialists. Administratively, it could be run entirely by SUL, or by

the University of Arizona, or by some combination of the two.

(Because I am more familiar with the University arrangements, I am

using University terminology below. This obviously is not intended to

be pre-emptive.)

The objective of this section is to outline several (fairly

extreme) possible levels of effort, i.e. to provide a very preliminary

and tentative possible basis for further discussion.

1. Comprehensive in-depth assessment of perimeter drifting benefits
and disadvantages

This maximum level effort would cover in detail all aspects of

the methodology outlined above. Hence it would involve the following

phases:

- identification of NRC information needs

- meetings, document review

- identification of DOE site characterization plans

- document review, meetings

- identification of site exploration-strategies

- literature review, e.g. oil and gas exploration, geotechnical,

ore search, earthquake and natural hazards
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- meetings with professional consultants

- strategy implementation (computer program acquisition,

familiarization)

- methodology application, i.e. apply each appropriate strategy

to each unknown (or unknowns, i.e. important site

characteristics) for different levels of site characterization

(e.g. drift lengths).

The applications could be exercised on:

- sites under investigation

- existing mine case studies

(e.g. assess predictability of the characteristics of a

complete salt mine based on information gathered from one

or a few small areas of the mine)

One example of how such a cooperative SL/U of A study might work:

- SL: consequence, performance assessments, i.e. of undetected

major geological features; identification of information

needs.

- U of A: appplication of search strategy

Typical project team: - PI

- Four (five?) rad students (one each

for basalt, tuff, salt domes, bedded

salt (and granite?)

- Co-investigators and consultants

- Assistants (e.g. computer data input

preparation)

- Secretarial

Clearly this full-fledged effort would require a

multidisciplinary approach, with input from geostatistics, geology,

hydrology, geochemistry, geomechanics, mining or underground

construction. Moreover, most advanced site exploration strategies

allow for professional judgment input. These requirements could be

met either by adding co-investigators or by using consultants,

probably preferably both.
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Products of such an effort would be four (five) media (or

possibly site) specific assessments (reports) of benefits/costs of

perimeter drifting, identifying specifically ranges of exploratory

drift lengths, orientations, etc., that would contribute specific

levels of site characterization. A desirable additional effort might

be aimed at producing a separate report on formal methodologies for

evaluating, comparing, optimizing-various site characterization

approaches, with specific emphasis on drifting. A tentative budget

estimate for the U of A part of such a project suggests a cost in the

150 to 200 K range, depending primarily on the amount of travel (e.g.

mine case studies) and consulting (i.e. professional judgment input)

deemed necessary. An absolute minimum of twelve months would be

required, with 15 to preferably 18 months being a more realistic

estimate.

2. Intermediate level effort

This could consist of any one of many different approaches

somewhere in between the maximum described above and the minimum

described below.

Examples (U of A contribution only):

- Team of PI, two grad students (one salt, one other - hard rock

- repositories), no co-investigators or consultants, no

travel. 15 months, 60-90 K.

- PI, one grad student, concentrating on one repository (e.g.

salt dome). 12 months, 40 K.

3. Preliminary study

One grad student, one summer full time, 3 months, 10 K.
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